At Cambridge University in 1957 (on a National Science Foundation fellowship) we observed that this part of the proof contains an error. Fortunately it can be made right, as we communicated to Professor Eilenberg at the time. Since we have been asked for this correction several times it seems proper to put it in print.
The precise mistake is the sentence on lines 12-15 of p. 42. In the special case being considered, the diagram on p. 41 reduces to 0 0
ooo.
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Here P is the submodule of P+P consisting of all (pi, p) with <bpi=<bp, i.e., pi=p (mod 4>'M). Also \(m) = (<b'm, 0), n(m) = (0, <p'm).
From the first two rows one has the diagram on top of p. 42, for this special case:
According to the construction of connecting homomorphisms, this We note the properties of this ô:
For 5a(a') = ô(<b'a', Ö)=a'; and b~ß(m) =5(0, xp'm)=a' where <f>'a'
We are now ready to establish Ker TO') ^ lm(0). The rest offers no difficulty.
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